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Abstract—There has been growing interest in the use of
microwave synthetic aperture radiometers since their could solve
the trade-off between the image resolution and the antennas
aperture size. Compared to classical techniques, SAIR (Synthetic
Aperture Interferometric Radiometer) can reach a large field of
view (FOV) and high imaging rate. Nevertheless, the architecture
of a conventional radiometer still bulky and costly. In this
paper, a passive combining technique is proposed to reduce the
hardware complexity as well as the dimensional requirements
of the receiving antennas. Experimental results are presented to
highlight the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

II. I NTERFEROMETRY IMAGING FUNDAMENTALS
The principle of the SAIR is to measure the complex
cross-correlation so-called Visibility function V (u, v) of the
collected signals si (t) and sj (t) by respectively the antenna
Ai and Aj [1](Fig.1).
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Due to the fact that imaging resolution belongs to the aperture size, real aperture radiometer becomes impracticable for
high resolution imaging system. To solve the trade-off between
imaging resolution and aperture size, Interferometric aperture
Radiometer was suggested in 1980s as an alternative to real
aperture radiometer[1]. It can synthesize a large aperture from
a few sparsely arranging number of antennas to achieve high
spatial resolution without any mechanical scanning.
Since then, numerous systems based on the synthetic interferometric imaging principle have been developed [2]-[3].
Besides, the maturity of microwave technology and imaging
algorithms have greatly improved microwave radiometers systems. Nevertheless, high resolution imaging requires a large
number of antennas which is directly linked to the number of
receivers. In a conventional synthetic aperture radiometer, each
receiving element in the physical aperture array is composed
of an antenna and a complete receiving chain to ensure the
conversion of the RF signal to digital IQ data. As consequence, the complexity of the architecture increases as well
as the number of antennas. The contribution of this article
is to reduce the number of receivers maintaining the same
number of antennas. This is possible using an entirely passive
compressive microwave device (i.e an oversized cavity) which
can code the M antenna signals to N measured signals
(M  N ≥ 1)[4].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
interferometry imaging fundamentals. The proposed method is
depicted in section III. Experimental measurement results with
4 antennas connected to an oversized cavity is held in section
IV to highligh the feasibility of the proposed approach.
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Figure 1. Geometry sketch of a synthetic aperture interferometric radiometer.

V (u, v) =< si (t).s∗j (t) >

(1)

where < . > denotes the time integration operator and (u, v)
the relative antennas spacing normalized by the wavelength.
Based on the Van-Cittert-Zernike theorem [5], the visibility
function is related to the brightness temperature by:

V (u, v) ∝

X T (x, y)Fi (x, y)Fj∗ (x, y)
ri rj
source
ri − rj −jk(ri −rj )
×r̃ij (
).e
c

(2)

where T (x, y) denotes the normalized brightness temperature of a thermal source located at (x, y), Fi (x, y) and
Fj (x, y) are the normalized radiation pattern of the antennas,
r −r
r̃ij ( i c j ) the fringe-wash function which accounts for spatial
decorrelation effects. In the limiting narrow-band imaging
system, the decorrelation effects are negligible (r̃ij ≈ 1) [6].
Based on the Eq.2, the key factor or the SAIR is the phase due
to the path difference e−jk(ri −rj ) between the two antennas.
The first order Taylor approximation of the distance ri from
the antenna Ai to the radiating source is given by :
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where (ξ, η) = (x, y)/R are the normalized target coordinates
which represent the spatial domain variables, di =
p
Xi2 + Yi2 is the distance of the antenna Ai to the origin of
(X,Y) axis. rj is deduced with the same approximation, then
k∆r̃ can be rewritten:

…
…

k∆r̃ = k(ri − rj ) = Φ(u, v) − 2π(uξ + vη)
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…
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Defining the frequency domain variables (u, v) = (Xi −
Xj , Yi − Yj )/λ. Φ(u, v) = π(d2i − d2j )/λR is the quadratic
modified term which can be calculated regardless of the
source. Then Eq.2 can be rewritten :

Figure 2.

Architecture of a conventional Interferometric radiometer system.
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Considering identical radiation pattern for each antenna, the
term Fi (ξ, η)Fj∗ (ξ, η) ≈ 1 and can be ignored, consequently
TM (ξ, η) ≈ T (ξ, η). As shown in Eq.5 the visibility function
is the product of a quadratic phase and the spatial Fourier
transform of the brightness Temperature. Thefore the solving
equation of the brightness temperature distribution is given by:
T (ξ, η) = F −1 [eiΦ(u,v) V (u, v)]

DSP

…

T (ξ, η)Fi (ξ, η)Fj∗ (ξ, η)
TM (ξ, η) =
ri rj

Image
Reconstruction

……

where TM (ξ, η) is the modified brightness temperature
given by:

…

…

V (u, v) = e−iΦ(u,v) ×
ZZ
TM (ξ, η)ei2π(uξ+vη) dξdη

(7)

This is the near-field Fourier imaging which can be applied
to reconstruct a point-like radiating source. An accurate imaging algorithm can be used for a distributed source imaging
[7]-[8]. Nevertheless, high resolution imaging requires a large
number of antennas which is directly linked to the number
of receivers leading to a cost and complex hardware. This
article is devoted to propose a compressive visibility function
measurement. This method is cost-efficient since it allows the
reduction of the number of receivers compared to that needed
in a conventional SAIR. The section bellow shows how to
reconstruct the brightness temperature by collecting coded and
combined signals.
III. PASSIVE CODING STRATEGY
A first passive coding technique was used to perform a
digital beam-forming in [9]. This technique was based on the
time reversal principle and exploit the frequency diversity of a
reverberant cell. It was then extended and applied to SIMO an
MIMO imaging [4]-[10]-[11]. Herein, this method is adapted
to the SAIR imaging.

Ant M

Figure 3.
Architecture of an interferometric radiometer with a coding
microwave device. M received signals are coded in a single measured signal
c(f ).

In opposition to a conventional SAIR, the proposed architecture need a single RF chain which significantly reduce the
cost of the whole system.
Fig.2 describes a generic setup of the compression technique. The antennas are connected to an entirely passive single
output microwave device which codes the antennas signals
leading to the number of receiver chains reduction. Then the
measured signal c(f ) at the device output in frequency domain
can be written by Eq.8:
c(f ) =

M
X

hm (f )sm (f )

(8)

m=1

where hm (f ) corresponds to the device transfer function
and sm (f ) the received signal by the mth antenna. For an
accurate description of the compressed acquisition, Eq.8 can
be reformulated as matrix equation below:
c = hT s

(9)

h and s are M × 1 vectors at a single frequency. Since
the principle of the SAIR is to measure the cross-correlation
between each pair of the received signals, an estimation of s

can be computed for each frequency sample by compensating
the impact of the transfer functions h. Due to the minimization of the number of receiver chains, the dimension of the
measured signal is significantly less than the received signals.
So the linear equation Eq.9 is undetermined. Under this illposed problem, the most efficient method is the regularization
to solve it. Tikhonov regularization is an example of suitable
regularization method [12] which explicit solution is given by:
†
−1 †
h+
h .
µ = (h h + µI)

srµ =

(10)

h+
µc

each antenna. The signals are recorded using a DSA90404A
20 GSa/s oscilloscope and jointly post-processed to reconstruct
the source brightness temperature.
For the experimental validation of the proposed method, a
second SAIR scenario is set up using an empty metallic cavity
of outer dimensions of 0.8 × 0.8 × 1m3 as the microwave
coding device. Four input of the component are used to
connect the antennas as shown in the Fig.5. The received
antenna signals are then coded and combined into a single
measured waveform.

(11)

where µ is the non negative regularization parameter which
is used to prevent any ill-conditioning problem. (.)+ and
(.)† are respectively the regularized pseudo-inverse and the
transposed conjugate operator. The visibility function can
finally be calculated using the conventional formulation :
(a)

(12)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental measurement is held to validate the principle
of the single port Compressive SAIR (CSAIR). Herein the
measurement scenario consists of 4 Vivaldi antennas with an
inter-elements spacing dx = 14cm(1.4 × λ) in 2.5 − 3.5GHz
frequency range (λ denotes the central wavelength). A horn
antenna is used to model an active noise source. The transmitted signal toward the radiometer is a random Gaussian
distribution noise generated by an Agilent M8190A 12GSa/s
arbitrary waveform generator.

(c)

Figure 5. CSAIR measurement setup with an empty metallic cavity. (a)
Antennas array connected to the microwave coding device, (b) Inner view
of the cavity and UWB probes randomly placed inside. (c) Backside of the
component with a single output port used to collected the coded and combined
antenna signals.

Firstly the horn antenna was placed at the quasi-center of
the antennas array axis and then shifted along cross-range axis.
The imaging distance of the source is R = 3m.
Normalized Brightness Temperature

Then the brightness temperature of the target can be computed using Eq.7.

(b)

Imaging result
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Figure 6. Experimental imaging results of the radiating source. Comparison
between conventional SAIR and the proposed method.

(a)
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Figure 4.
Conventional SAIR measurement setup. (a) Antennas array
connected to the microwave switch and (b) a horn antenna used to model
the noise source.

The collected noise signal by each antenna is obtained by
the integral of the radiated waves by the horn. The integration
time is τ = 170µs. The visibility function is calculated by
correlating each pair of received signals. Finally the target
brigthness temperature is calculated prior the phased-modified
Fourier transform algorithm aforementioned. A conventional
SAIR experimental measurement setup is firstly used to reconstruct the horn brightness temperature. A microwave switch
(Fig.4.a) is used to sequentially measure the received signal by

The results show that a 1d radiating source image can be
reconstructed measuring a single output signal. The resolution
is the same for both techniques (28cm). The dynamic is about
9dB for the conventional SAIR and 8.63dB for the single port
CSAIR. The two imaging techniques results are very similar
proving the feasibility of the proposed method.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a coding SAIR imaging method have been proposed to reconstruct a radiating source brightness temperature
with a single measured signal. In this way, the receiver chains
of the conventional SAIR can drastically be reduced using a
passive coding device. Herein, an empty metallic cavity have
been utilized as the coding device exploiting the frequency
diversity. Otherwise the efficiency of the compressed visibility
function measurement is coarsely related to the cavity transfer
functions correlation level and quality factor. The experiment

results presented here have been computed considering only
four antennas. Future works will focus on enhanced reconstruction methods and imaging algorithms for a high resolution
SAIR imaging. A patent is also pending on this new approach.
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